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1. Introduction

Humanoid robots have the similar appearance to human being with a head, two arms and two legs, and has some intelligent abilities as human being, such as object recognition, tracking, voice identification, obstacle avoidance, and so on. Since they try to simulate the human structure and behavior and they are autonomous systems, most of the times humanoid robots are more complex than other kinds of robots. In the case of moving over an obstacle or detecting and localizing an object, it is critically important to attain as much precise information regarding obstacles/object as possible since the robot establishes contact with an obstacle/object by calculating the appropriate motion trajectories to the obstacle/object. Vision system supplies most of the information, but the image sequence from the vision system of a humanoid robot is not static when a humanoid robot is walking, so some problems occur due to the ego-motion. Therefore, the humanoid robots need the algorithms that can autonomously determine their action and paths in unknown environments and compensate the ego-motion using the vision system. The vision system is one of the most important sensors in the humanoid robot system, it can supply lots of information which a humanoid robot needs. However the vision system indispensably requires the stabilization module, which can compensate the ego-motion of itself for the more precise recognition.

Over the years, a number of researches have been achieved in motion compensation field on the vision system mounted in the robot. Some researches use single camera, but the stereovision, which can extract information regarding the depth of the environment, is commonly used. Robot motion from stereo-vision can be estimated by the 3D rigid transform, using the 2D multi-scale tracker, which projects 3D depth information on the 2D feature space. The scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) (Hu et al., 2007), which is a local feature based algorithms to extract features from images and estimate transformation using their location, and iterative closest point (ICP) (Milella & Siegwart, 2006), which is used for registration of digitized data from a rigid object with an idealized geometric model, have been used mainly for motion estimation using single camera or stereo camera for the video stabilization or autonomous navigation purposes, and have been widely used in wheeled robots (Lienhart & Maydt, 2002)(Beveridge et al., 2001)(Morency & Gupta, 2003). Moreover, the optical flow based method, which can estimate the motion by 3D normal flow constraint using gradient-based error function, is widely used, because of the simplicity of
computation (Vedula et al., 1999). However, these are not appropriate methods for a biped humanoid robot, as walking motions of a humanoid robot simultaneously show the vertical and horizontal movement, unlike the motion of a mobile robot, as well as computation cost yielded by its point to point operation. Therefore, the more efficient stereo-vision based ego-motion estimation method, which is used for the ego-motion compensation, is proposed for a humanoid robot.

The proposed ego-motion compensation method using stereo camera consists of three parts—segmentation, feature extraction, and motion estimation. The stereo vision can obtain disparity images where objects are shown in different gray level according to the different distance between object and the humanoid robot itself. In the segmentation part, objects are extracted by the image analysis using our proposed fuzzy information theoretical approach based on type-2 fuzzy sets. Feature extraction part extracts the feature images using wavelet level set, which can obtain horizontal, vertical and diagonal information for each object. The results of feature extraction part are used as the input data of the estimation part. The position of each object can be calculated using least-square ellipse approximation. The differences of positions between two images are calculated as the compensation parameters. Moreover, a proposed type-2 fuzzy method is used to deal with the noise data to obtain a couple of precise rotation and translation date set.

This paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the proposed stereo-vision based motion stabilization of a humanoid robot by fuzzy sets is introduced specifically. In Chapter 3, the results of experiments focusing on verifying the performances of the proposed system is given. Chapter 4 concludes the paper by presenting the contributions.

2. Ego-motion compensation system

2.1 Architecture of the proposed ego-motion compensation system

In order to eliminate the error of the object recognition caused by the ego-motion of a humanoid robot when it is walking, we proposed a novel ego-motion compensation system based on fuzzy sets theory using stereo vision information. We also compare the performance using type-1 fuzzy sets and type-2 fuzzy sets, and the results show that the performance using type-2 fuzzy sets is better.

The vision system using SR4000 can supply stereo vision information. The stereo vision is generated based on the perspectives of our two eyes lead to slight relative displacements of objects (disparities) in the two monocular views of scene, then the disparities are used to calculate the distance between the object and the camera in a 3D scene to generate a depth image.

The overall ego-motion compensation system architecture of our proposed method is constructed as illustrated in Fig.1. The system largely consists of three parts: segmentation, feature extraction, and estimation. Finally, the estimation parameters obtained from depth image are used to compensate the ego-motion in gray image for object recognition.

In the segmentation process, the depth image is used as the input image, and the different objects show different depth information which is used to separate objects. Some image processing techniques are needed to preprocess the depth image to get rid of the information irrelative to the objects, such as ground and noise. A new fuzzy sets based segmentation method is proposed, and type-2 fuzzy sets shows better performance than type-1 fuzzy sets. The number of object can be decided automatically, based on the number of local maximum. Then all objects shown in the image are extracted individually.
In the feature extraction process, the feature data, such as the vertical, horizontal and diagonal coefficients of each segmented object are extracted using wavelet level-set transform.

In the estimation process, the extracted feature data of each object are used to fit an ellipse using the stable least square ellipse fitting method, the center and angle of the ellipse are obtained as the position and angle information of the object, and the difference of ellipse information of the same object in two images are calculated as the displacements for the angle and translation.

Consequently, the average angle and translation displacements of all objects are use as the compensation data in the final compensation process. The detailed explanations are given as follows.

2.2 Disparity image segmentation based on fuzzy information theory

From the depth image, objects can be segmented according to the different gray level. In this thesis, we proposed a novel fuzzy image segmentation method for depth image, which is based on fuzzy sets (Medel, 2001) and fuzzy information theoretical approach. Type-2 fuzzy set based method shows better performance than type-1 based method. The proposed
method is fast and effective. The number of cluster seeds is determined automatically according to the number of local maximum, unlike other clustering method, such as FCM (Hwang & Phee, 2007), which needs to determine it ahead of time.

2.2.1 Fuzzy sets

Fuzzy techniques are suitable for development of new image processing algorithms because as nonlinear knowledge based methods, they are able to remove grayness ambiguities in a robust way.

A type-1 fuzzy set, \( A \), which is in terms of a single variable, \( x \in X \), is characterized by a membership function that takes values in the interval \([0, 1]\), and can be defined as:

\[
A = \{(x, \mu_A(x)) \mid \forall x \in X\} \\
\mu_A(x) : \text{membership function}
\]  

(1)

Type 2 fuzzy sets was introduced first by Zadeh (1975) as an extension of the concept of an ordinary fuzzy set. Type-2 fuzzy sets are high level representation of vague data, and can handle the uncertainties in type-1 fuzzy sets, such as, the meaning of the word and noise measurements.

A type-2 fuzzy set, denoted \( \tilde{A} \), is characterized by a type-2 membership function, \( u_{\tilde{A}}(x,u) \), where \( X \) is the universal set, \( x \in X \) and \( u \in [0,1] \). That is,

\[
\tilde{A} = \{(x,u),(\mu_{\tilde{A}}(x,u)) \mid \forall x \in X, \forall u \in [0,1]\}
\]

(2)

Where \( 0 \leq u_{\tilde{A}}(x,u) \leq 1 \). Accordingly, at each value of \( x \), say \( x = x' \),

\[
\mu_{\tilde{A}}(x') = \sum_{u \in [0,1]} f_{x'}(u) / u, \text{ for } u \in [0,1] \text{ and } x' \in X
\]

(3)

where \( u_{\tilde{A}}(x) \) represents the secondary membership function. When \( f_{x}(u) = 1, \forall u \in [0,1] \), then the secondary membership functions are interval sets, and, if this is true for \( \forall x \in X \), we have the case of an interval type-2 membership function. Interval secondary membership functions reflect a uniform uncertainty at the primary memberships of \( x \).

Uncertainty in the primary memberships of a type-2 fuzzy set, \( \tilde{A} \), consists of a bounded region that is called the footprint of uncertainty (FOU). It is the union of all primary memberships, i.e.,

\[
\text{FOU} (\tilde{A}) = \bigcup_{x \in X} \bigcup_{x' \in X} [0,1]
\]

(4)

The FOU can be described in terms of upper and lower membership functions, denoted as \( \overline{u}_{\tilde{A}}(x) \) and \( \underline{u}_{\tilde{A}}(x) \), which are two type-1 membership functions that are bounds for the FOU of a type-2 fuzzy set. So a type-2 fuzzy set can also be given as follows:

\[
\tilde{A} = \{(x,\mu_{\tilde{A}}(x),\mu_{\tilde{A}}(x)) \mid \forall x \in X, \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x) \leq \mu(x) \leq \mu_{\tilde{A}}(x)u \in [0,1]\}
\]

(5)

The lower and upper membership can be defined by means of linguistic hedges like dilation and concentration:
\[
\begin{aligned}
\mu_A(x) &= \frac{1}{\alpha} \\
\bar{\mu}_A(x) &= \left[\mu(x)\right]^\alpha
\end{aligned}
\]  

(6)

where \( \alpha \in (1, \infty) \). Fig. 2 shows an example of type 1 fuzzy set and FOU of type 2 fuzzy set for Gaussian primary membership function with uncertain mean. The uniform shading for the FOU denotes interval sets for the secondary membership functions and represents the entire interval type-2 fuzzy set.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Example of type-1 and type-2 membership functions.}
\end{figure}

\section{2.2.2 Information-theoretical approach}

Information-theoretical approach is the most used fuzzy technique because of its simplicity and high speed. This approach minimizes or maximizes measures of fuzziness and image information such as index of fuzziness or crispness, fuzzy entropy, fuzzy divergence, etc. The most common measure of image fuzziness is the linear index of fuzziness. Tizhoosh (Tizhoosh, 2005) (Tizhoosh, 2008) has defined a linear index measure of fuzziness as follows.

\[
\text{Fuzziness } : \gamma(\hat{\mathcal{A}}) = \frac{2}{MN} \sum_{g=0}^{L-1} h(g) \times \min\left[\mu_A(g), 1 - \mu_A(g)\right]
\]

(7)

where \( A \) is an \( M \times N \) image subset, and \( A \subseteq X \) with \( L \) gray levels \( g \in [0, L-1] \), \( h(g) \) stands for the histogram, \( u_A(g) \) stands for the membership function. Here fuzziness is calculated using type-1 fuzzy set \( u_A(g) \).

Ultrafuzziness is an extension of fuzziness using type-2 fuzzy set.

\[
\text{Ultrafuzziness } : \tilde{\gamma}(\hat{\mathcal{A}}) = \frac{2}{MN} \sum_{g=0}^{L-1} h(g) \times \left[\bar{\mu}_A(g) - \mu_A(g)\right]
\]

(8)

\( \bar{u}_A(g) \) and \( \mu_A(g) \) stand for the upper and lower membership functions, which are calculated according to (6). Ultrafuzziness can not only remove the vagueness/imprecision in the data but also the uncertainty in assigning membership values to the data.
Tizhoosh (Tizhoosh, 1998) defined the suitable LR-type fuzzy number (9) for image thresholding, which is also suitable for segmentation, as shown in Fig.3, and the type-2 fuzzy membership function is generated using (6).

\[
u(g) = \begin{cases} 
0, & g \leq g_{\min} \text{ or } g \geq g_{\max}, \\
L(g) = \left( \frac{g - g_{\min}}{T - g_{\min}} \right)^{\alpha}, & g_{\min} \leq g \leq T, \\
R(g) = \left( \frac{g_{\max} - g}{g_{\max} - T} \right)^{\beta}, & T \leq g \leq g_{\max}
\end{cases}
\] (9)

Fig. 3. LR type membership function. Left : type-1 LR type MF right : type-2 LR type MF

2.2.3 Segmentation algorithm

The general algorithm for our proposed image segmentation method based on type-2 fuzzy sets and fuzzy information theory can be summarized as following.

1. Use the LR shape membership function and initialize \( \alpha \).
2. Calculate the histogram of depth image.
3. Initialize the position of the membership function with minimum and maximum gray level of depth image.
4. Shift the membership function \( T \) along the gray-level range in histogram and calculate the amount of ultrafuzziness in each position (e.g. (8)).
5. Locate the segmentation point with local maximum ultrafuzziness.
6. Segment the image with all the segmentation points.

The segmentation algorithm based on type-1 fuzzy sets is almost the same with the algorithm based on type-2 fuzzy sets, except the calculation of fuzziness instead of ultrafuzziness and without initialization of \( \alpha \).

Fig.4 shows an example of the main segmentation process using type-2 fuzzy sets and fuzzy information theory. The begin and end point of gray level range are not considered as local maximum of ultrafuzziness, as shows in Fig.8, the local maximum are shown in red points.
2.2.4 Comparison of type-1 and type-2 fuzzy sets

Fig. 5 shows the different segmentation result using type-1 and type-2 fuzzy sets. The calculation results of fuzziness and ultrafuzziness are also showed. There are two local maximum points in fuzziness and five local maximum points in ultrafuzziness. So, only two objects are extracted using type-1 fuzzy sets, and 5 objects are extracted using type-2 fuzzy sets with the last part as the background, which has low gray level. The difference of the results shows that type-2 fuzzy sets can handle the membership uncertainty and grayness difference to achieve a better segmentation performance than type-1 fuzzy sets. So, the type-2 fuzzy sets based method is proposed for segmentation in this thesis.

2.3 Feature extraction using wavelet transform

Wavelet transforms (Mallat, 1999) in two dimensions are multi-resolution decompositions that can be used to analyze images. The two dimensional DWT can be implemented using digital filters and down-samplers with separable two dimensional scaling and wavelet functions, which are one dimensional DWT of the rows and columns.
Fig. 5. Comparison of segmentation results based on type-1 and type-2 fuzzy sets.

Fig. 6. Level-2 wavelet transform.

The single scale filter bank can be “iterated” to produce a P scale transform. After images are decomposed first, approximation components and detail coefficients (horizontal, vertical and diagonal coefficients) of the first level can be obtained. Then, decomposing directly the approximation components (by tying the approximation output to the input of another filter bank) to obtain approximation components and detail coefficients of the second level.
Repeatedly, multi-level detail coefficients can be found. As shown in Fig.6, the H, V, and D features of the lamp, which is one of the objects segmented, are obtained using level 2 wavelet transform method.

2.4 Rotation and translation estimation

A numerically stable least squares method fitting an ellipse (Radim & Jan, 1998) to a set of data points is proposed to calculate the rotation angle between the image sequences. This method is a simple, stable and robust non-iterative algorithm for fitting an ellipse to a set of data points. It is based on a least squares minimization and it guarantees an ellipse-specific solution even for scattered or noisy data.

This fitting method is robust for the localization of the optimal ellipse solution. The data sets which are used for fitting an ellipse are generated from the wavelet feature extraction process, such as the H, V, and D features. Every data set, the coordinate of the pixels of wavelet decomposed images, belongs to one ellipse, because it stands for one segmented object. The angles and centers of two ellipses from two sequences can be calculated, then the difference of rotation angle and the x, y axis transformation of centers between two sequences can be calculated. The center difference is not the real transformation data, before calculating the transformation \((x, y)\), rotation angle should be compensated, and this can be done by a rotation matrix as follow, the center coordinates of ellipses in posterior sequence \((C_{i+1})\) are rotated around the image center \((C_0)\) and then calculate the difference between the prior sequence \((C_i)\).

\[
R_\theta = \begin{pmatrix}
\cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) \\
\sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
T(x_i, y_i) = R_\theta(C_{i+1} - C_0) - (C_i - C_0)
\]

Many rotation and translation values can be obtained according to the level of wavelet transform and the number \(n\) of objects segmented (3*level*n), including some big noise values that can occur in the case that the object partially disappears in the sequence image. A type-2 fuzzy threshold method based on fuzzy information theory measures is used to get rid of such noise values. This method, which is similar with our segmentation method, selects two local maximum ultrafuzziness as the optimal threshold to get rid of the left and right noise value, and then the average value can be calculated as the rotation or transformation values.

Finally, the estimated rotation and transformation information are used for ego-motion compensation in image sequence.

Fig.7 shows an example of rotation estimation and compensation, includes wavelet feature extraction, ellipse fitting, noise data deletion to get valid value, estimation and compensation.

3. Experimental results

The performance of the proposed motion compensation method of a humanoid robot is evaluated via experiments. Our experiments can be divided into two sub-experiments, one is estimation performance evaluation, and the other is processing time evaluation. The experiments are proceeded using URIA, SR4000 camera, and a computer with an AMD 2.3GHz CPU, 2.0GB RAM, and Matlab2008a.
3.1 Evaluation of the estimation performance

The proposed method regarding the motion stabilization is evaluated under the artificial ideal environment first. As such, the quantity of errors was determined by comparing the results of the test algorithms with the ideal data. The test algorithms, which are compared with the proposed method for the translation displacement and the rotation displacement, consist of SIFT, ICP. Performance evaluation measures the displacements of x axis, y axis, rotation angle and average error from the ideal case to results of each algorithm for one cycle respectively.

A standard set of stereo pairs with available ground truth (Scharstein, 2002) is used. Each depth values have 256 gray levels with brighter levels representing points closer to the camera and unmatched points depicted as white.

The results of estimation performance evaluation are presented in Fig.8. The origin of coordinate in Fig.8 is the center of the image. The left images in Fig.8 show the estimation performance and the right images in Fig.8 show the errors from the ideal case.
Fig. 8. Results of estimation performance.
Specific results for errors are shown in Table 1. As shown in table 1, proposed method demonstrates a better performance compared to the other algorithms. Especially, the proposed method shows good performance on same plane as SIFT or shows slightly better performance.
### 3.2 Evaluation of the processing time

The second experiment is the processing time evaluation. The image sequence, which is made from a standard set of stereo pairs with available ground truth, is used. Each image sequence consists of 30, 35 frames and the test is performed 5 times per image sequence. The processing time was measured using the MATLAB and was compared with SIFT and ICP. Table 2 shows the experimental results regarding processing time. The proposed method is faster than the others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Processing Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propose Method</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>1472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Evaluation results of the processing time

### 3.3 Evaluation of the processing time

We test the algorithms under the real image sequence obtained from SR4000 camera mounted on the humanoid robot URIA. Fig.9 shows the ego-motion estimation results which are executed in the real environment. In the Fig.9, X-axis displacements show the peak points around 40 and -40 and Y-axis show the peak points around 32 and 2. Rotation displacement shows the peak point around 12 and -12. Fig.10 shows the image sequence after ego-motion compensation. There are two steps in the compensation process, first is the rotation compensation and the second is transformation compensation.
Fig. 9. Motion estimation results for a humanoid robot
Fig. 10. Image sequence after ego-motion compensation

3.4 Object recognition experiments
3.4.1 Training for HMAX model
The training process of object recognition experiments are performed over a set of classes provided by Caltech101 (Caltech, 2003). CalTech101 database contains 101 object classes plus a background class collected by Fei-Fei. These datasets contain the target object embedded in a large amount of clutter in real environment. There are about 40 to 800 images per category and most categories have more than 50 images. Some object categories and the background example images in the training process as shown in Fig. 11. For each object category, the system was trained with 50 positive examples from the target object class and 50 negative examples from the background class.
3.4.2 Object recognition after ego-motion compensation

The ego-motion of a humanoid robot causes the error of object recognition, the localization result changes according to the ego-motion, this generates errors. Ego-motion compensation system can cover this problem.

The notebook object from the real environment with ego-motion of URIA can be recognized in the image sequence, and can be localized with a more accurate position after ego-motion compensation as shown in Fig. 25. The biggest three response patches are showed in Fig. 25 in red boxes.

4. Conclusion

Humanoid robot should have the ability to recognize and localize generic object in real world image obtained from its vision system. A number of object recognition algorithms have been developed in computer vision, but there are some problems in the platform of humanoid robot because of the ego-motion. Therefore, this paper has the meaning of developing an ego-motion compensation method used for precise object recognition technologies for humanoid robot.
Fig. 12. Recognition result after ego-motion compensation. First row is the notebook image (left) and depth image (right) for real environment test.
A humanoid robot simultaneously shows the vertical and horizontal movement when it is walking, therefore, the ego-motion estimation method is proposed using stereo vision to cover this problem. Through the compensation of ego-motion, the image sequences are stabilized to improve the recognition accuracy, which means the transformations generated when a humanoid is working are eliminated.

The object recognition system is realized by SR4000 camera mounted in its head. Among several object recognition algorithms, improved HMAX model is used to category and localize the object. HMAX has been demonstrated to be an efficient model in computer vision, and is proved to be appropriate for generic object recognition for our humanoid robot platform.

In conclusion, the systems proposed in this paper are significantly useful in the sense that they are the characterized systems highly focused on and applicable to real-world humanoid robot.
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